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CRYPTO TRON
INTRO
QUICK PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT
Crypto Tron is a blockchain startup with an amazing new vision for the future of
cryptocurrency and we are determined to make a place for Thailand in the crypto market.
We will bring together a highly sophisticated crypto exchange and a ﬂexible, modern retail
platform. We oﬀer to our customers and to partner companies who participate in our
retail system the most important thing they need – the ability to cash their coins out and
buy more coins with their traditional banking in a fully legitimate, high‐speed, secure way.
We want to see crypto cross the barrier from the way it is now to the broad masses of the
people. If a business can quickly cash its coins to traditional currencies then there will be
more businesses willing to accept them.
Only One Login is needed for all parts of Crypto Tron. Wallets will carry over and so will
accounts.
The Company is proudly based in the Kingdom of Thailand. We are currently in the process of
obtaining the necessary licenses from all relevant authorities including the Bank of Thailand,
the Thailand Securities and Exchange Commission and the Thailand Board of Investment.
Crypto Tron Exchange is the premier upcoming exchange of Thailand. Crypto Tron proudly
supports the TRON network. The company is committed to listing all legitimate projects on
the Tron network for FREE. We will have full capabilities to trade Tron tokens into many
other reputable forms of cryptocurrency – as well as into and out of ﬁat. Crypto Tron will
remain focused on making crypto more useful in everyday life. The exchange will have a
highly advanced interface with a great set of features. We will give users the ability to use
Crypto Tron at the skill level they have and if they want the most sophisticated features, we
have those too! What makes Crypto Tron diﬀerent from others is our dedication to serving
our users and making cryptocurrency viable in the real world.
Crypto Tron CTE will bring users everything they could possibly need in a Tron utility
token. Crypto Tron proudly supports the TRON revolution and CTE will be an integral part
of it. With only 7 million supply it will be limited and inﬂation resistant. Its fundamental
use case is based upon fees from Crypto Tron Exchange and purchases from Crypto Tron
Shop. All partners of Crypto Tron Shop will accept it for payment. As new partners join the
platform it is our hope that CTE will attract users, and ﬁnd stability from the variety of
uses it achieves.
Crypto Tron Shop will be a brand‐new shopping platform that allows the whole world
to experience a simple and intuitive way to buy and sell anything to anyone, anywhere in
the world with crypto and instant conversion to ﬁat. Simple easy and designed to work
when you need it. It doesn’t matter what type of business you have, whether you use
drop shipping, aﬃliate marketing, business to customer (B2C), business to business (B2B),
or customer to customer (C2C), we have options for you. Crypto Tron Shop will also provide
a simple solution to accept payment in various cryptocurrencies at local stores with low
transaction fees and give merchants the ability to instantly convert crypto payments into ﬁat.
ATM Network And Location. Crypto Tron will establish an ATM network through a
number of popular destinations like shopping centers and airports in Thailand.
Security Comes First. Crypto Tron will have a high quality, independent multinational
partner for cyber security who will independently review the security of both platforms and
ensure that everything functions as it is supposed to.They will advise us on any steps needed
to maintain security and ensure the operations of the Crypto Tron platforms. We care about
all the people who use our platform and will build trust by showing our dedication to our
users.
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CRYPTO TRON
DISCLAIMER
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
IMPORTANT!
Please Read this section until the end. This white paper presents and describes
Crypto Tron project.This White Paper was not written for/as ﬁnancial or
investment advice, but only describes the Crypto Tron project.The rights and
obligations of contributing to the project itself are deﬁned in the Crypto Tron
Exchange and Shop CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT.
This disclaimer shall govern your use of our Website, www.crypto‐tron.com.
By using our Website, you accept this disclaimer in full. If you disagree with
this disclaimer or any part of it, you shall not be eligible to use our website.
The CT Online Services ( Thailand ) Co., Ltd, and all information, materials,
content, products ( including software ) and other services included on or
otherwise made available to you through the Website are provided by Crypto
Tron on an “as is” and “as available” basis, unless otherwise speciﬁed in writing.
We provide our services without any representations or warranties, express or
implied, as to the operation of services, or the information, materials, content,
products (including software) or other services included on or otherwise made
available to you through services. Unless otherwise s peciﬁed in writing, you
expressly agree that your use of the services is at your sole risk. We use cookies
to which you consent. This means we store the state of your login, but do not
store any passwords, personal information, or data in our cookies. Without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, Crypto‐Tron does not warrant that
this Website will be constantly available, or available at all. We will not be liable
to you (whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tort, arising out of
or in connection with the contents of, or use of, or otherwise in connection with,
this Website) for merchantability and ﬁtness for a particular purpose. We do not
warrant that our services, information, materials, content, products (including
software) or other services included on or otherwise made available to you through
our services, servers or electronic communications sent from us, are free of viruses
or other harmful components. We reserve the right to make additions, deletions,
or modiﬁcation of our services, information, materials, content, products (including
software) or other services included on or otherwise made available to you. We
will not be liable for damages of any kind, arising from the use of any our service,
or from any information materials, content, products (including software) or other
services included on or otherwise made available to you through any our service,
including, but not limited to direct, indirect, incidental, punitive, and consequential
damages, unless otherwise speciﬁed in writing. These limitations of liability apply
even if Crypto‐Tron has been expressly advised of the potential loss. Our Website
may contain links to external websites that are not provided or maintained by or
in any way aﬃliated with Crypto‐Tron. We do not guarantee the accuracy, relevance,
timeliness, or completeness of any services, information, materials, content,
products (including software) or other services included on or otherwise made
available to you through such links.
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CRYPTO TRON
DISCLAIMER
We may also have aﬃliate agreements with some businesses or customers
and therefore you should assume that any and all links on this site are
aﬃliate links. If you click on these links and go visit the resulting site, a cookie
will be set in your web browser that will cause us to receive a commission “IF”
you purchase a product or do something in order to cause a referral commission
payment on the other end. This is a legitimate way to monetize and pay for the
operation of web sites and we gladly reveal our aﬃliate relationships to you.
Nothing in this website disclaimer will exclude or limit any warranty implied
by law that it would be unlawful to exclude or limit and nothing in this website
disclaimer will exclude or limit Crypto‐Tron liability in respect of any death or
personal injury caused by our negligence, fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation
on the part of Crypto‐Tron or matter which it would be illegal or unlawful for
Crypto‐Tron to exclude or limit, or to attempt or purport to exclude or limit, its
liability. You agree that the limitations of warranties and liability set out in this
Website disclaimer will protect Crypto‐Tron oﬃcers, employees, agents, successors,
subsidiaries, assigns and sub‐contractors as well as www.crypto‐tron.com and
that you will not bring any claim personally those Crypto‐Tron entities in respect
of any losses you suﬀer in connection with the Website. Thus, some or all of the
above disclaimers, exclusions, or limitations may not apply to you, and you might
have additional rights. If any provision of this website disclaimer is, or is found
to be, unenforceable under applicable law, that will not aﬀect the enforceability
of the other provisions of this website disclaimer. Certain state laws do not allow
limitations on implied warranties or the exclusion or limitation of certain damages.

2.1

CRYPTO TRON
ABSTRACT
CRYPTO TRON CONCEPT
It's a fact that cryptocurrencies have made it through a number of crises and their
use is continuing to rise. However, cryptocurrencies have yet to achieve mass
adoption and in order for them to take oﬀ a number of elements need to be simpliﬁed.
Chief among these is portability and transferability of cryptocurrencies from one chain
to another and from crypto to ﬁat. Centralized exchange trading platforms also
currently face many obstacles, including complex interfaces without advanced
trading tools as well as cumbersome platform designs. A number of exchanges treat
their positions as an excuse, both to raise money from crypto projects and to collect
money in fees from customers, yet refusing to stay in line with continuous changes
in technology. This leaves them open, both to fraudulent exit scams and security holes
which often leave customers without recourse.
Crypto Tron is a centralized exchange but it is dedicated to the security and well‐being
of our customers. This provides value in the crypto space – even in terms of peace
of mind for our customers. Customers do not trust centralized exchanges and they
have good reason – both from security and legal points of view, since many exchanges
are registered in jurisdictions where clients do not have any legal assurances. Such
exchanges operate without proper licenses and bypass regulation as much as possible.
This is to be understood in some cases however Crypto Tron is very proud to be a
Thai‐based exchange operating in line with all regulations provided by the Kingdom
of Thailand.
Very recently the Kingdom of Thailand adopted a far‐reaching suite of necessary
legal acts to regulate cryptocurrency. This decision has enabled Crypto Tron to
seek the safe harbor of licensing and regulation in a rising cryptocurrency power
such as Thailand. This will ensure customer safety and secure customers' legal
rights and at the same time allow us to give crypto a legitimate place to trade and
develop a real use case.
It's a revolutionary concept for a crypto exchange based on the Tron network
with not only the capacity to trade but also to shop from partners all over the world ‐
at all levels of business whether large or small. Crypto Tron Exchange will also
enable its users to directly cash their cryptos into local ﬁat currency or any currency
oﬀered by Crypto Tron.
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CRYPTO TRON
ABSTRACT
Similar problems also exist in the area of internet sales. Although there are existing
providers that already accept cryptocurrencies as a payment method, it is still very
rare. The founders of Crypto Tron had a very simple idea – make it possible to buy a
wide variety of products online for both crypto and ﬁat without snags in terms of
ﬂuctuation in price and volume of currency.
With our revolutionary Crypto Tron Shop concept, customers will be able to spend
any crypto that is available for trade on Crypto Tron and retailers will be able to oﬀer
their products on our platform with reasonable and low fees on each end. This will
give an immediate boost to all of the currencies oﬀered on our platform because our
users will be able to buy products, sell products and even services to other users on
our platform and collect any of the currencies available on our platform. Our users
will have full portability between crypto and ﬁat, both for buying and selling. This
will have a dramatic eﬀect on the crypto space because that is the primary hurdle
between crypto mass adoption.
Simplicity is key. We will use our position to make it possible for our customers to
directly move between crypto and ﬁat just as surely as they may move between one
bank account or another. Simplicity, usability and value. That's what makes Crypto
Tron diﬀerent.
This will be a fully inclusive system to be used for nations all around the world with
a wide variety of high quality cryptos to choose from. The concept will enable wide
adoption of crypto by people and companies all around the world. Finally bringing it
into the real world by allowing shoppers to take advantage of it as a means of payment
without needing to do transactions beforehand to get it from the virtual world to the
world of paper currency. That will be a major achievement for blockchain technology,
and for Thailand where it is based. Crypto Tron will be Thailand's newest and most
advanced exchange. Fully licensed and authorized by the Bank of Thailand and
the Thai Securities and Exchange Commission, as well as the Thai Board of Investment.
That's the story of how Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop came to be an international
platform for cryptocurrency trading and shopping.

3.1

CRYPTO TRON
COMPANY
COMPANY INFO
CT ONLINE SERVICES (THAILAND) CO., LTD
Brand name: Crypto Tron
Registration Company number: 0445562000624
Registered Capital of a Company: 1,000,000 THB
Shareholders: Piyanut Wonglakhon, Piyachai Wonglakon
Ceo: Piyanut Wonglakhon
Coo: Denis Lukavaki
Company headquarters:
110 Village 5, Nong Kung, Chuen Chom,
Maha Sarakham, 44160, Thailand
Company registration document
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CRYPTO TRON
TEAM
TEAM MEMBERS
The CryptoTron team is dedicated. We strive for excellence and pay attention
to quality service for our customers. We conceptualize Crypto Tron as being a
ecosystem for its users with a wide variety of options at every level whether
it’s for businesses and consumers, buyers or sellers.

CEO  COFOUNDER
PIYANUT WONGLAKHON

COO  COFOUNDER
DENIS LUKAVAKI

BUSINESS DEVELOPER
ROBERT GAZVODA

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER
PONGSAKORN SITTHISAMARN

LEGAL ADVISOR
IGNAC LESAR

SYSTEM OPERATOR
NICO VAN SEVEREN

BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER
ŽIGA ŽELJKO

IT ENGINEER
DAMIR HAJDI

LANDING PAGE DEVELOPER
MUDDASAR ALI

+ 42 OTHER CRYPTO TRON TEAM MEMBERS
VISIT CRYPTOTRON.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT CRYPTO TRON TEAM
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CRYPTO TRON
PARTNERSHIPS
PARTNERSHIPS
‐Project Support Companies
‐Project Development Company
DBD ‐ DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
The Department of Business Development of the Thai Ministry
of Commerce is our accounting and regulatory compliance
partner. The DBD is always there to help us remain in legal
compliance and ensure that every cent is properly accounted for.
LAWYERS FIRM
Pongsakorn Sitthisamarn Legal and Consulting "Lawyers Firm"
is the oﬃcial legal representative of Crypto Tron's corporate
oﬃce located in the Kingdom of Thailand. They are helping us
to obtain all regulatory licenses to operate.

PALMABOT
PalmaBot is the fastest commercial trading bot in the world. It
can process over a quarter of a million data points per second.
Its workﬂow is faster than any application. You can trade on
more than 30 exchanges and see the price change faster than on
the exchange itself! PalmaBot will be exclusively integrated
directly into Crypto Tron.

NETDIVS
NetDivs is a development company based in South Asia that has a
great team with skill in dealing with multiple smaller aspects of
the project so our main programmers can focus on larger tasks.
They designed the landing page for Crypto‐Tron.com.
MINDTEC
MindTec is a Ukrainian software development ﬁrm that has
worked on a number of complex projects and has worked with a
number of companies. Mindtec will develop exchange and shop
platforms after the pre‐contribution is completed.
SUN LIFE TECH
Sun Life Tech is a web development and IT services company
based in Florida, that specializes in S E O services. They are
responsible for Crypto Tron being on the ﬁrst page of Google,
particularly showing that they are a worthy partner of our eﬀorts.

YSERA SOLUTIONS
The token CTE and KYC compliance is being done by Ysera,
a dynamic development studio from Slovenia. Their focus are
solutions on blockchain, in ﬁn‐tech and aﬃliate program
commerce, ranging from smart contracts and DApp coding to
establishing a software backbone for any network marketing.
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CRYPTO TRON
MERCHANTS
SOON ON CRYPTO TRON SHOP
‐Future merchants on Crypto Tron Shop
We have a very strong interest for our retail platform among Asian Internet retailers.

INSTANT CONVERSION FROM CRYPTO TO FIAT CURRENCY

The newest and easiest way for businesses to accept crypto
and get the cash they need directly without delays or high fees
BECOME A MERCHANT FOR FREE
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CRYPTO TRON
OBTAINING LICENSES
Crypto Tron is proudly registered in the Kingdom
of Thailand and is currently in the process of
obtaining the necessary licenses from all relevant
authorities including the Bank of Thailand,
the Securities and Exchange Commission and
the Thai Board of Investment.

1. Certiﬁcate of Corporation
2. Digital Asset Business License
3. Oﬃcial Licensed Cryptocurrency Broker
4. Oﬃcial Licensed Cryptocurrency Dealer
5. Applying for Security Token Oﬀering.
6. Oﬃcial Licensed Cryptocurrency Exchange by the Thai Ministry of Finance
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CRYPTO TRON

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
EXCHANGE AND SHOP
Crypto Tron Exchange will be a brandnew choice for the crypto community.
Crypto Tron proudly supports the TRON network. The company is committed to
listing all legitimate projects on the Tron network for FREE. Exchange will have
full capabilities to trade Tron tokens into many other reputable forms of
cryptocurrency – as well as into and out of at. Crypto Tron will remain focused
on making crypto more useful in everyday life. The exchange will have highly
advanced features allowing our users to use Crypto Tron at the skill level they
have according to their abilities.
Crypto Tron Shop will be a brandnew shopping platform that allows the whole
world to experience a simple and intuitive way to buy and sell anything to anyone,
anywhere in the world with crypto and instant conversion to at. Simple easy and
designed to work when you need it. It doesn’t matter what type of business you
have, whether you use drop shipping, aliate marketing, business to customer
(B2C), business to business (B2B), or customer to customer (C2C), we have
options for you.

PROJECT NAME
WHY DID WE CHOOSE THE NAME CRYPTO TRON
We chose Crypto Tron name because we support the Tron network. Our policy of
FREE listing for all Tron tokens (within our listing criteria) is meant to show that
to the quality projects being developed with Tron as a base. Many Tron projects
are not able to list at top exchanges – for the simple reason that Tron is not listed
yet – let alone tokens. Commonly listing fees are also exorbitant. This harms new
projects looking for participating buyers and sellers. We’ve bypassed that by
specically designing our platform and our utility token on the Tron network.
All of our policies are explicitly intended to benet our customers and secure
the best interests of everyone using our platform. We hope to become a factor in
the stability of the Tron network and a supporter of its growth in the future.

LANGUAGES AND SUPPORT
In the rst phase, the platform will be in English only, and with the development
we will be adding other languages as a priority according to user needs. The
support will initially be in English, and at the launch of the exchange we will
extend it to other languages, in accordance with the needs of our customers.
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CRYPTO TRON
PROJECT SOLUTIONS
THE PROBLEMS WE ARE SOLVING
Most runofthemill exchanges today only deal with cryptocurrencies. A signicantly
smaller number also deal with at currencies but are limited to using various
bypasses primarily aimed at avoiding regulators. Exchanges also have diculty in
dealing with security tokens because of either lack of a bureaucratic direction, or they
do not have the right licenses or needed infrastructure to operate them. By obtaining
all the necessary licenses and adapting the infrastructure to the requirements of the
regulators, we will ensure both business security and reliable access to dierent
forms of payin and payout on the platform. Also, most users face the problem that
existing exchanges do not oer userfriendly interfaces or provide advanced tools.
Several have major security problems with the funds stored by a central exchange hot
wallet or exit scams where the founders of the exchange run away with customer
funds. Taxation is also problematic, as most exchanges keep their transaction history
for a very limited short time. For all these shortcomings, we have found solutions that
will be implemented on our platform as soon as they can be developed. More
information on these solutions can be found below under the Crypto Tron advanced
tools title. Today's market of Internetbased sales is fraught with problems. People are
growing tired of fees at traditional providers and cryptocurrency has not yet matured
to address these issues. There are some smaller merchants that have oered both as
options, but there is no online solution that would allow merchants to use a platform
to sell products, services or set up an entire online store where they can accept
payments in at and crypto currencies with instant conversion from crypto to at,
while also oering the opportunity to take advantage of new ways of selling and
advertising. The curtailed solutions available, however, are very expensive for vendors.
This makes them uncompetitive. Fees for using online platforms range up to 20%.
We will address these shortcomings in the Crypto Tron Shop, and will enable both
atbased and cryptocurrency operations in accordance with the regulations. At the
request of the merchant we will provide an instant change from crypto to at. And
all this on much more favorable terms than they currently do in the multinational
market, since our fees will be up to 5% and at an additional discount if paid with CTE.
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CRYPTO TRON
CENTRALIZATION
WHY ARE WE CENTRALIZED AND WHY ARE WE BASED IN THAILAND?
Being based the in Kingdom of Thailand is excellent as Thailand is one of the few countries
to have adopted all the necessary crypto regulations in 2019, including issuing security
tokens for which we will also obtained a license, both for trading with STO and for
issuing the STO. This provides certainty and additional protection for users because
many competing exchanges work in a legal gray area and this exposes users to great
risks. Crypto Tron is committed to work with relevant authorities including the Bank of
Thailand, the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Thai Board of Investment
to uphold the law and maintain maximum quality of service for our users.
Crypto Tron is currently in the process of obtaining the necessary licenses from all
relevant authorities including the Bank of Thailand, the Securities and Exchange
Commission and the Thai Board of Investment. This is in order to ensure that
Crypto Tron will become Thailand’s rst legallyestablished crypto exchange and retail
platform. While we both welcome and support decentralization, we understand why
centralization is sometimes needed to allow customers to know who they’re dealing with.
For this reason we are a centralized project that will operate in accordance with all
necessary licenses, including antimoney laundering and terrorist nancing regulations.
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CRYPTO TRON
RISKS AND SOLUTIONS
SECURITY SOLUTIONS
Crypto Tron Shop will verify all participants in transactions and ensure the maximum
level of security according to all best practices in the retail sector. We will have fully
trackable shipments, a system to handled is putes by mutual arbitration and guaranteed
deliveries to buyers if something goes wrong. The system over all will be designed to
keep users funds safe by minimizing the use of hot wallets, which are running online.
Most user funds will be held in cold wallets which are typically held in a safe in paper
form. We will implement all forms of security used by major exchanges. Two level
authentication will be mandatory, as well as white listing of addresses. We will also
provide the option of additional conrmation for payouts. As always if it is needed,
our support team will be available 24/7 in multiple languages. It is our number one
priority to prevent any breach in security and ensure a safe environment for users.
Crypto Tron platforms will be continuously veried by thirdparty cyber security
companies. Crypto Tron wants to make sure there are no design errors, no
vulnerabilities or any undocumented features within a smart contract which can
aect and present risk on execution, success and security of the project. Also the
smart contract code will be reviewed by Kaspersky Lab.

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF RISKS
For more information about risk acknowledgement, insucient information availability,
exchange and counterparty risks, liquidity risks, risk from taxation, token security,
risks of theft of the funds raised in the contribution and other risks
look at the Contribution Agreement.
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CRYPTO TRON
CTE TOKEN
CRYPTO TRON EXCHANGE TOKEN
CTE TOKEN is designed to oer more favorable fees for Crypto Tron services on Crypto Tron
exchange and for paying commissions on Crypto Tron Shop, as well as for purchasing third
party products and services at Crypto Tron Shop. Paying trading fees with CTE on the
exchange is 70% lower than payment in other currencies. Payment of commissions at a shop
with CTE is 30% cheaper than payment with other currencies. Shopping with CTE at the
Crypto Tron shop will be additionally rewarded.
CTE CARES FUND
From the very start of this project, we have wanted to build a crypto platform that will do
good things for the world around us. We don’t just want to collect fees and prot for its own
sake. We’re building a platform that matters. At the same time as we are creating this
platform, we commit to giving 20% of all fees raised with the CTE token to our Crypto Tron
Cares Fund. This humanitarian fund will be used to support causes which help to improve
lives around us, in Thailand and everywhere we reach. We will use the Tron blockchain to
track and manage the growth of this fund over time and with that all real trac on the
platform will be visible. Everything will be in a publicly viewable address so that everything
is open to view, discussion and even contribution by users. We will support worthy projects
working to improve lives in Thailand and all over the world.
TOKEN DETAIL
Token Name: Crypto Tron
Type: Utility Token

Token Symbol: CTE
Supply: 7,000,000 CTE

Token Standard: TRC20
Price: 1CTE = 500TRX

DISTRIBUTION DETAIL
Private contribution: 2,000,000 CTE
all tokens are locked for 24 months,
min. contribute = 50,000$
Bonus: up to 60%
Pre contribution: 500,000 CTE
all tokens are locked for 12 months
min. contribute = 500$
Bonus: 20%
IEO crowdsale: 3,000,000 CTE
all tokens are immediately released
min. contribute = 50$
50x Lucky wallet prize: Bonus 10%
Soft cap: $3,000,000
Basic development
legal registration
with all licenses
Hard cap: $30,000,000
Further development
Develop of Crypto Tron Shop
Develop App for IOS and ANDROID
Establish an ATM network
Marketing

Available for contribution: 5,600,000 (80%)
We will launch our ocial Initial Exchange Ofering
at Crypto Tron Exchange platform
Unsold Tokens we will use for Marketing
ACCEPTED CURRENCIES
FIAT: USD, EUR, THB
CRYPTO: BTC, TRX, ETH
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CRYPTO TRON
FUNDING USE ESTIMATE
GRAPH
HARD CAP AND SOFT CAP
$300,000

$2,500,000

$200,000

SOFT CAP $3,000,000
REGISTRATION, LEGAL PROCEDURE, EXCHANGE LICENSES AND KYC COMPLIANCE
BASIC EXCHANGE DEVELOPMENT
OPERATING COSTS AND ADVERTISING

$1,000,000
$1,000,000

$500,000
$500,000
$5,500,000

$1,500,000
$5,000,000
$2,000,000

$3,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000

HARD CAP $30,000,000 (ranking by priority)
SOFT CAP
CRYPTO TRON EXCHANGE AND SHOP CONTRIBUTION AND DISTRIBUTION
LEGAL PROCEDURE, SHOP LICENSES AND THE COSTS OF KYC COMPLIANCE
ADVANCE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTING NEW TECHNOLOGIES ON EXCHANGE
ADVANCE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF CRYPTO TRON SHOP PLATFORM
THE ESTIMATED COSTS OF COMPANY FOR TWO YEARS OF OPERATING
COSTS OF ADVISERS AND THE TEAM FOR CRYPTO TRON PROJECT
CRYPTO TRON CTE TOKEN COSTS OF LISTING ON THIRD PARTY PLATFORMS
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN FOR CRYPTO TRON EXCHANGE AND SHOP
MOBILE SOLUTIONS  DEVELOPMENT OF IOS AND ANDROID APPLICATIONS
ESTABLISHING CRYPTO TRON ATM NETWORK THROUGH THAILAND
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CRYPTO TRON
FOUNDATIONS OF OUR COMPANY
WHY ARE WE RAISING FUNDS?
We are raising money to cover development costs, to align the platform with all
regulations, obtain all licenses, and to begin marketing. Crypto Tron will carry
forward our project idea to provide all our services in one place. Our users can be
assured safety in accepting both at currencies and crypto currencies, because
Crypto Tron will have all necessary licenses and a safe harbor in Thailand's
progressive and crypto friendly market. This will give us the best chance at
success and customer satisfaction. Thanks to Thailand's supportive regulatory
environment Crypto Tron will be able to become a hub for rapid transfer of
wealth between cryptocurrency and other currencies. Using the funds raised,
we will develop and launch our concept in accordance with the roadmap. First,
the exchange will be activated, with most basic and some advanced tools. We will
continue to add more advanced tools on an ongoing basis, generally every three
months. At the same time, we will be developing a shop platform that will allow
and empower businesses worldwide to sell, both to individuals and any type of
business a wide variety of products and services, whether new or used. Those with
existing product lines or stores on comparable platforms will be able to easily
transfer their entire store to Crypto Tron Shop. Crypto Tron Shop will be highly
exible. We'll make it possible for anyone who wants to set up an entire
online store based on our platform. A part of the funds raised will be used
to keep the platform running smoothly until sucient trac is generated to
cover operating costs. We anticipate this early period to last between 18 and 24
months.
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CRYPTO TRON
EXCHANGE

Crypto Tron Exchange
The Tron networks friendly cryptocurrency trading platform
Crypto Tron Exchange will bring cryptocurrencies and Tron assets
to the masses. We’re designing a highly usable exchange platform
meant to be simple and eective for all skill levels. It will feature
easy to understand trading technology for everyone, and include
advanced tools specically for professional traders. Crypto Tron is
proudly registered in the Kingdom of Thailand and is currently in
the process of obtaining the necessary licenses from all relevant
authorities including the Bank of Thailand, the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the Thai Board of Investment. Users
will be able to trade instantly with at currency – bank transfers
and all major credit cards. Most Tron assets will be listed FREE
of charge. Other coins and assets can list at this early stage from
0,1 BTC. Crypto Tron is committed to providing our users with a
wide range of carefully selected crypto assets maintaining a
transparent and ethical environment.
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CRYPTO TRON
EXCHANGE ADVANCED TOOLS
TO MAKE YOUR CRYPTO TRADING EASIER AND SMARTER

With more than ten future trading tools
More advanced tools to be added on an ongoing basis, scheduled every three months .
A Modern Trading Experience
Crypto Tron's trading platform is designed to dynamically change, move
and save the layout individually according to the user's preference. Review
orders easily and place future conditional orders according to what you
think the market will do. Use our interactive graph and added tools like
PalmaBot for technical analysis. Continuously use your future conditional
orders. There will also be multilingual chat options.
Wallets
Crypto Tron will have a transparent wallet. Track the value of your
portfolio. See the price change based on the currency you select, for the last
24 hours, up to the past month. View your balance for each coin for any
period of time. Use our analytical tools to see how your portfolio is doing
in graphic form. Use your 24 word recovery code to reclaim your wallet
whenever you need.
Historical Records
See all your trades starting from the very beginning of your account.
Choose the display you want and keep track of withdrawals, deposits and
payments from your account. See any trading pairs whether one at a time
or multiple. Keep track of when you make withdrawals or payments from
your wallet. You have the option to add additional notes as a reminder if
you need to see them later.
Subaccounts and internal transfers
Use your Crypto Tron account to instantly transfer between your bank
cards, credit cards and crypto. Send between Crypto Tron Accounts easily
to save on fees. Privately trade with other Crypto Tron members if you like.
We put your wealth in your hands.
Platform Security
Crypto Tron will hold the vast majority of funds inside cold wallets not
exposed to potential for hackers. We will require use of two step
authentication and white listing of wallet addresses for payouts to prevent
potential for loss or robbery. Additional conrmations for withdrawals
will be an option. Support will be available in multiple languages
whenever needed 24 hours a day.
Interoperability
Crypto Tron will have a groundbreaking system allowing our users to seek
arbitrage opportunities throughout crypto markets with up to 35 linked
exchanges including Binance. Track winning traders and stack more sats.
See graphs, check prices and nd the latest news on your favorite coins.
Smart Contract Security Audit
Crypto Tron wants to make sure there are no design errors, no
vulnerabilities or any undocumented features within a smart contract
which can aect and present risk on execution, success and security of
the project. The smart contract code will be reviewed by Kaspersky.
Trading fees are 0.2% on sales, and absolutely free for buyers.
Transaction fees on Crypto Tron Exchange paid with the CTE token is 70% lower than with other currencies.
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CRYPTO TRON
ATM NETWORK
ATM NETWORK AND LOCATIONS
CryptoTron will establish an ATM network through a number of popular destinations
in Thailand where our estimates indicate there are between 20,000 to 300,000 daily
visits at the rst locations. This number will continue to increase as we install more
ATMs in wellknown shopping centers and airports. To begin, we aim to install up to
100 ATMs, with a goal to expand all over Thailand and then branch out to other
markets internationally.
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CRYPTO TRON
SHOP

Crypto Tron Shop
The world's newest cryptocurrency retail center.
Crypto Tron Shop will be an online retail service that allows
businesstobusiness sales as well as businesstocustomer,
customertocustomer, dropshipping and aliate marketing.
Crypto Tron Shop is designed to sell a wide variety of products
and services all over the world with extremely reasonable fees
compared to other options. It will be possible to pay with crypto
or at directly from your Crypto Tron account, your own crypto
wallet or your credit and debit cards. Using instant exchange,
buyers can pay with crypto and the merchant will receive a at
currency. Don’t be behind your competitors, sign up for Crypto
Tron Shop to become a merchant for FREE.
Crypto Tron Shop will also provide a simple solution to accept
payment in various cryptocurrencies at local stores with low
transaction fees and give merchants the ability to instantly
convert crypto payments into at. Initially, payments will be
possible with CTE, TRX, BTC, BCH and ETH. Other currencies
will be added later, depending on demand and other factors such
as active development and community support.
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CRYPTO TRON
WEB-SHOP ADVANCED TOOLS
TO MAKE YOUR WEB SELLING AND WEB SHOPPING
EASIER AND SMARTER

Sell Anything
Crypto Tron Shop is for individuals and businesses whether big or small.
Whether you sell physical products, digital products or services online
you can sell with ease and peace of mind.
Buy Anything
Crypto Tron Shop will bring you a wide variety of choices, and make it
possible for you to nd products you like and use easily. With a diverse
group of sellers, we will truly be a buyer's market.
Pay Seamlessly
Payments can be made directly from the trading account, through debit
or credit cards, and using your own crypto wallet. Automatically
convert your crypto to cash, or spend your cash to get crypto.
Retail Security
Crypto Tron Shop will verify everyone on the platform whether buyers
or sellers to protect users on both sides. You'll be able to track shipping
and if you have a problem, our support is here to help.
Reasonable Fees
Buyers will use the platform free of charge. Sellers on the other hand
will have fees of anywhere from 1 to 5% depending on sales volume.
This is a sliding scale and at its highest level is still less than onethird
the amount charged by other wellknown sales platforms.
Earnings
At Crypto Tron Shop we will allow users to dropship products from our
platform or market our partners as an aliate. Advertising materials
will be available for use, too. You can also earn by using the Crypto Tron
Shop application.
Platform Security Audit
Crypto Tron Shop will be reviewed by security experts
from a wellknown provider in the eld.

Commissions on the shop are paid only by the seller. Commission fee is up to 5%.
The annual membership fee ranges from $ 0 to $ 500 and depends on the volume of sales.
Paying those fees with the CTE token saves 30% compared to using other options at Crypto Tron Shop.
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CRYPTO TRON
APPLICATIONS
CRYPTO TRON MOBILE SOLUTIONS
CRYPTO TRON APPLICATION
An innovative application that will allow both crypto trading as well as shopping
on the platform. Crypto Tron mobile app will allow you to access all parts of the
Crypto Tron platform right from your android or iOS mobile phone. Use the app
to stay informed on developments in the crypto world.
Keep Crypto Tron Exchange in your pocket with all of our advanced tools which
give you the fastest arbitrage and multiexchange trading options available.
Privately trade with other Crypto Tron users. Track professional traders and
receive alerts when your favorite traders open a new position.
Shop from anywhere in the world. Pay with crypto, and stay informed of
discounts and oers from merchants. Merchants can customize their products
to t their needs. You can also earn by using the Crypto Tron app.
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CRYPTO TRON
LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT
CRYPTO TRON ROAD MAP

CRYPTO TRON TIMELINE
2018 october
Idea of crypto shop was born
2019 march
Formation of the team
and Website development
2019 may
Company registration
Q4 2019
Crypto exchange development
2020 march
Development of CTE token and smart contract
Q2 2020
Obtaining all exchange licenses
Q4 2020
Establish ATM network
Q1 2021
Obtaining all retail licenses
Q3 2021
Launch of Crypto Tron application
for android and iOS

2018 december
Growing idea for crypto exchange
2019 april
Brand idea was born
and white paper release
Q3 2019
Preparation of legal documents
2020 february
Privatecontribution phase
2020 april
Precontribution phase
Q3 2020
Launch of basic exchange & publiccontribution
2021
Adding exchange advanced tools every 3 months
Q2 2021
Launch of basic Crypto Tron Shop
Q4 2021
Launch of Crypto Tron's simple solution
for local stores

Crypto Tron
Exchange & Shop
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CRYPTO TRON
CONTRIBUTION RULES
CONTRIBUTION AND LISTING CONDITIONS FOR
CRYPTO PROJECTS AND ONLINE RETAILERS
List inexpensively on the upcoming fully licensed Crypto Tron Exchange!
FREE OF CHARGE FOR ALL TRON TOKENS!
To maintain the stability of the CTE token price, all tokens from the
private contribution and pre‐contribution stages are locked up to 24 months.
Also there are no free tokens, airdrops, or bounties.

RULES FOR CONTRIBUTION IN THE PRIVATE‐CONTRIBUTION STAGE
All contributions for the private‐contribution must be done through Crypto Tron platform.
Know Your Customer veriﬁcation will always be conducted for every contributor in all
stages. The open private‐contribution stage is primarily aimed at Accredited
contributors who have reviewed the Crypto Tron project and understand its purpose.
The minimum contribution required for direct contributors in the private‐contribution
stage is $50,000. A direct contributor can be a marketer (person or group ) who
recruits others to contribute in to the Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop project. That
person or group will receive 10% of the contributions raised.
The minimum contribution required for Marketer’s contributions in the
private‐contribution stage is $100,000.
(marketer’s contribution + all indirect contributions)
The minimum contribution for an indirect contributor during the
private‐contribution is $5000, unless if it is otherwise agreed with the contributor
All tokens are locked for 24 months,
Bonus: up to 60%.
Direct contributors get 60% bonus
Indirect contributors get 50% bonus and the marketer who brings those indirect
contributors through a referral link will get 10% from raised contributions.
All bonus is in tokens and they are also locked for 24 months.
Refund of contribution:
All Contributions into the Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop project are ﬁnal.
Any price and/or other amounts contributed into the Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop
project are nonrefundable, unless a soft cap is not reached. In this case, the
contributions will be refunded as it is written in contribution agreement
and described below:
– The direct contributor of a private‐contribution receives a refund of 40%
of the contributed amount
– The indirect contributor of a private‐contribution receives a refund of 50%
of the contributed amount
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CRYPTO TRON
CONTRIBUTION RULES
CONTRIBUTION AND LISTING CONDITIONS FOR
CRYPTO PROJECTS AND ONLINE RETAILERS
List inexpensively on the upcoming fully licensed Crypto Tron Exchange!
FREE OF CHARGE FOR ALL TRON TOKENS!
To maintain the stability of the CTE token price, all tokens from the
private contribution and pre‐contribution stages are locked up to 24 months.
Also there are no free tokens, airdrops, or bounties.

RULES FOR CONTRIBUTION IN THE PRE‐CONTRIBUTION STAGE
All contributions for the pre‐contribution will be done through Crypto Tron or on
the platforms of authorized third parties. Know Your Customer veriﬁcation will
always be conducted for every contributor in all stages. The opening pre‐contribution
stage is primarily aimed at Accredited contributors who have reviewed the Crypto
Tron project and understand its purpose.
The minimum contribution required for contributors in the pre‐contribution
stage is $500.
All tokens are locked for 12 months,
Bonus: 20%.
All bonus is in tokens and they are also locked for 12 months.
Refund of contribution:
All Contributions into the Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop project are ﬁnal.
Any price and/or other amounts contributed into the Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop
project are nonrefundable, unless a soft cap is not reached. In this case, the contributions
will be refunded as it is written in contribution agreement
and described below:
– The contributor of a pre‐contribution receives a refund of 80%
of the contributed amount
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CRYPTO TRON
CONTRIBUTION RULES
CONTRIBUTION AND LISTING CONDITIONS FOR
CRYPTO PROJECTS AND ONLINE RETAILERS
List inexpensively on the upcoming fully licensed Crypto Tron Exchange!
FREE OF CHARGE FOR ALL TRON TOKENS!
To maintain the stability of the CTE token price, all tokens from the
private contribution and pre‐contribution stages are locked up to 24 months.
Also there are no free tokens, airdrops, or bounties.

RULES FOR PUBLIC‐CONTRIBUTION STAGE
All contributions for the public‐contribution will be done through IEO on Crypto Tron
exchange or on the platforms of authorized third parties. Know Your Customer veriﬁcation
will always be conducted for every contributor in all stages. The opening public
contribution stage is for contributors who have reviewed the Crypto Tron project and
understand its purpose.
The minimum contribution during the public contribution stage will be only $50.
All tokens are immediately released,
Bonus: 50x Lucky wallet prize: Bonus 10%
All bonus is in tokens.
Refund of contribution:
All Contributions into the Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop project are ﬁnal.
Any price and/or other amounts contributed into the Crypto Tron Exchange and Shop
project are nonrefundable, unless a soft cap is not reached. In this case, the
contributions will be refunded as it is written in contribution agreement
and described below:
– The contributor of a public‐contribution receives a refund of 100%
of the contributed amount
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CRYPTO TRON
CONTRIBUTION BENEFITS
BENEFITS FOR CONTRIBUTORS

BENEFITS
All contributors, who contribute in the private‐contribution can:
– trade on our platform for free until the end of 2021 as a customer
– trade on our platform for free until the end of 2021 as a retailer
– list a coin/token on our exchange more aﬀordably and they are not subject to
the minimum monthly traﬃc volume requirement on our exchange until the end of 2021
All contributors, who contribute in the pre‐contribution at least for:
‐100 CTE , can trade on our platform for free until the end of 2021 as a customer
‐500 CTE , can trade on our platform for free until the end of 2021 as a retailer
‐1000 CTE, can list a coin/token on our exchange more aﬀordably and are not subject to
the minimum monthly traﬃc volume requirement on our exchange until the end of 2021
50 random contributors, who contribute in the public‐contribution will receive:
10% oﬀ discount
Refund of contribution:
All Contributions into the Crypto Tron exchange and shop project are ﬁnal.
Any price and/or other amounts contributed into the Crypto Tron Exchange
and Shop project are nonrefundable, unless a soft cap is not reached. In this case,
the contributions will be refunded as it is written in the contribution agreement
and described below:
– The direct contributor of a private‐contribution receives a refund of 40%
of the contributed amount
– The indirect contributor of a private‐contribution receives a refund of 50%
of the contributed amount
– The contributor of a pre‐contribution receives a refund of 80%
of the contributed amount
– The contributor of a public‐contribution receives a refund of 100%
of the contributed amount
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CRYPTO TRON
LISTING CONDITIONS
We are committed to providing our users with a wide range
of carefully selected crypto assets in a transparent, ethical
environment. If your project is worthy of our platform
please don't hesitate and contact us to pre-list your
cryptocurrencies or to become a merchant.

LISTING FEES
PRIVATE‐LISTING FEE ‐ before launching the BETA version
Listing TRON tokens (TRC10, TRC20) pairing with CTE and TRX is FREE,
for other pairs the fee is 0.1 BTC
Listing other coins and tokens:
Pairing with CTE FREE
Pairing with TRX 0.1 BTC
Pairing with BTC and ETH 0.2 BTC
Other pairs 0.5 BTC
PRE‐LISTING FEE ‐ after launching the BETA version
Listing TRON tokens (TRC10, TRC20) pairing with CTE and TRX is FREE,
for other pairs the fee is 0.2 BTC
Listing other coins and tokens:
Pairing with CTE FREE
Pairing with TRX 0.2 BTC
Pairing with BTC and ETH 0.5 BTC
Other pairs 1 BTC
REGULAR LISTING FEE
Listing TRON tokens (TRC10, TRC20) pairing with CTE and TRX is FREE,
for other pairs the fee is 0.5 BTC
Listing other coins and tokens:
Pairing with CTE 0.2 BTC
Pairing with TRX 0.5 BTC
Pairing with BTC and ETH 1 BTC
Other pairs 2 BTC
CONDITIONS FOR LISTING:
‐Legality of concept
‐Working Team
‐Working Product
‐Trading Interest
‐Supportive Community
Our supporters in private‐contribution and pre‐contribution have priority for listing!
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CRYPTO TRON
DOCUMENTS AND LINKS
PARTICIPATE:
‐https://panel.crypto‐tron.com/register

LIST YOUR ASSET:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com/pre‐list‐your‐cryptocurrency

BECOME A MERCHANT:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com/become‐a‐merchant‐free

WEBSITE:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com

CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com/contribution‐agreement

CONTRIBUTION & LISTING CONDITIONS:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com/CRYPTO‐TRON‐OFFER‐CT.pdf

COMPANY:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com/CRYPTO‐TRON‐COMPANY‐REGISTER‐CT.pdf

OBTAINING LICENSES:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com/licences.jpg

LAWYER SERVICE:
‐https://crypto‐tron.com/lawyer‐bill.jpg

PROJECT VIDEO:
‐https://www.facebook.com/cryptotronexchange/videos/1024527011215545/
‐https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGkTBZMYTxg

DISCORD:
‐https://discord.gg/Vd2fA9X

TWITER:
‐https://twitter.com/Crypto_Tron_E

TELEGRAM:
‐https://t.me/crypto_tron

INSTAGRAM:
‐https://www.instagram.com/crypto_tron_oﬃcial

FACEBOOK:
‐https://www.facebook.com/Crypto‐Tron‐Exchange‐and‐Shop‐434411817096612

info@crypto‐tron.com
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